
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

These medallions were her especial admiration, for each was bordered
with elaborate curlicues, and contained a gorgeous basket of woolen flowers,
the _______ of which never bloomed in any garden, temperate or tropical.

1.

like

Haynerd, who, _______ the others, had been kept in ignorance of the
message until now, started from his chair with a loud exclamation, then sank
back limp.

2. like

I whispered, _______ I started to get down.3. as

It was _______ if the world were breaking up.4. as

This is _______ good a night _______ any.5. as as

Hamilton made a fair catch at the thirty yard line, but Caldwell had gone
down _______ a flash, and nailed him before he could run back.
6.

like

The next pipe was worked in the same way _______ the first.7. as

_______ he walked, the village faded in the haze.8. As

The Pueblo Indians of New Mexico are worshipers of the generative
principle, and, _______ most religious sects, have evolved some very curious
rites and ceremonies.

9.
like

The detective started _______ though he had been shot.10. as

It was more _______ a May blossom than anything else, or a beautiful
butterfly on the top of a water-lily.
11. like

He glared wildly about _______ he paused for a breath.12. as

Colonel Sponge, with a face _______ a red cushion, was being dragged
windless up the steeps by devoted and athletic men.
13. like

The first mate did not altogether agree with me, and had proposed that we
should refer the matter to Briscoe, who, _______ myself, knew, or professed
to know, the Indian Ocean pretty well.

14.
like
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The history of this plant is _______ interesting _______ a novel.15. as as

Sandy McQuarry was a thick-set man, with a face _______ a Skye terrier.16. like

This is a description of the Landes between Bordeaux and Arcachon, and
something _______ a "puff" of the methods used to reclaim them, diversified
by an agreeable enough romance.

17.
like

He gave an exclamation of surprise _______ he did so.18. as

But _______ it was, I felt uneasy.19. as

I asked, _______ I got on my horse.20. as
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